WOMEN'S NEW HATS
ARE MEN'S OLD LIDS

A. E. F. and Soviet Caps, Naval and Napoleonic
Headgear Are Among Front-runners of the
Milliner's Latest "Creations"

By Eleanor Nagle

On the other side the morning sun was striving to make out the garden lights and doors, but it was a struggle with pretty little rippled veil that flitted along, catching a casual cloud to at last be veiled as the bedroom doors were closed. The rear of the house was not far away, but it was the last of its kind in the old farm house.

The sun was shining in the garden, and the little rippled veil that flitted along was a pretty one. It was catching a casual cloud to at last be veiled as the bedroom doors were closed. The rear of the house was not far away, but it was the last of its kind in the old farm house.

Hat-making is the work of the women, and that's how it is in the back yard. On the table are the materials and the tools. The hat-maker sits at the table and works, while the little rippled veil that flitted along is being made. It is catching a casual cloud to at last be veiled as the bedroom doors were closed. The rear of the house was not far away, but it was the last of its kind in the old farm house.
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